Appirov ed for pu blic wrlp.I s t; dismibulIon s unlinnted. A method for the calculation of abscissc'is and weight factors using Gaussian integration for intcqrand~s with a logarithmic singularity is presented.
D T IC SLECTEI'
-
INTRODUCTION
The expansion of a function in terms of orthogonal polynomials can be very useful. These polynomials are easy to manipulate while retaining good convergence properties. The calculation of theme polynomials' to higher orders is nontrivial and requires the use of a computer in order to obtain reasonable accuracy. These polynomials can then be used to construct a Gaussian integration scheme retaining a degree of precision 2m-1 where m is the degree of the orthogonal polynomials used. The resulting error in the Gaussian method can be estimated and therefore controlled. These computationp *xtend previous Tables which were compiled by hand calculation."
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MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION

ORTHOGONAL POLYNOMIALS
For every weight dýstribution there is an associated set of orthogonal polynomrals.a The polynomials are unique and independent of the choice of constants a 0 ,aj,a .... a, which can be given arbitrary nonzero values.
For n>0 the ort cgonal polynomials will satisfy a three-term recursion relationship as follows:
On+lCx) -*n(x-0n)4n(x) -7n~n.1(x) (n(x) ) 2 dx I Jan On(x) x On.,(x)dx
In general the integrations above can become quite cumbersome and difficult to carry out by hand. However, in the case with weight ln(x), a relationship can be developed reducing the integration to a constant, dependent only on the power of x. These relationships are:
Making use of these relationships, the problem can be broken-down into the manipulation of polynomials in addition, subtraction and multiplication. This type of calculation is well suited for computer programming.
For simplicity we will semt the a 0 , a,, a,, a 3 , *... a, coefficients equal to one. The program can be further mimplif ed through modulation. The final program can calculate orthogonal polynomials, with weight ln(x), to degree n.
The numerical accuracy of the polynomials is determined by thi significant figures retained by the computer. Initially, it is important to retain a high degree of accuracy so that the resulting Gaussian integration scheme will retain accuracy to a olnificant number of decimal places.
This will become more evident as the formulation for the weight factors in the Gaussian integration scheme are developed.
For now a 34 decimal place accuracy, which is the limit of VAX FORTRAN Quad precision, is retained. The first four orthogonal polynomials for weight ln(x) in the interval 0 S x _ 1 are: These polynomials are also given to order 08 in Appendix B.
From the recursion relationship for On, each new polynomial is observed to depend on the accuracy of the previous polynomial.
For operations in addition, this will result in the loss of significant figures roughly equivalent to their deviation from unity. This is a factor in the computation over the interval 0 1 x 1 which has higher variations in the polynomikl's constants than for the interval -1 S x . 1. Therefore, care was taken in the calculation of the corresponding roots and the weights used in the Gaussian integration scheme to control the roundoff error. The roots of the polynomials were calculated using a standard Newton-Raphson method. The method allowed the accuracy of the roots to be controlled to a specified number of significant figures. Twenty-four decimal places were retained allowing 10 decimal places to be lost in the original computation of the orthogonal polynomials. A higher accuracy in the calculation of the orthogonal polynomials would result in more significant digits in the Gaussian integration scheme, which could be accomplished with some clever programing techniques. However# it was felt for general applications a .6 to 20 decimal place accuracy in the final Gaussian integration would be sufficient. The computer program used in the calculations is provided in Appendix C. The program'is capable of calculating orthogonal polynomials weight ln(x) to order n within the limitations of the computer used.
GAUSSZAN QUADRATURE
The Gaussian quadrature formulation will be discussed to show how weight and error factors in the Gaussian integration scheme are calculated. The description of the method will show the link between the orthogonal polynomials calculated in Section 2.1 and the resulting Gaussian quadrature formulation. The basic formula for Gaussian integration is:
where, Hý is the Gaussian integration weight factor and x terms are the •oots of the orthogonal polynomials, of order m, ýhich wear calculated in Section 2.1. The error is a function of the 2mln derivative of f(x) and r(x) will be given in the Gaussian Quadrature development. The formulation follows the nomenclature given in F. B. Hildebrand's classic book, "Introduction to Numerical Analysis." 4 The formulation begins by noting that the values of f(x) and its derivative f'(x) are known at m points between a and b in ascending order, a 0 x1 < X2 < X3 < ...... 
The erpor in the expression has the form:
where r is in the interval a < r < b. Now, taking advantage of the fact that f(x) and f*(x) are known, a polynomial of degree 2m-1 with 2m parameters can be written as:
where hi(x) and hi(x) are polynomials of order 2m-1. To satisfy for y(xl) -f(x 4 ), the following must hold for hi(xl) Com~ining these expressions yields:
and
which with Equation (9) is known as Hermite's interpolation formula. The error associated with Equation (9) is given by$ E (14
Now taking y(x) as f(x) the integral is written as:
relative to the weighting funotlons'wJx), ihe second term in Equation (15) will vanish and the resulting expression will reduce to:
while retaining accuracy of 2m-l'. Rather than calculating the Gaussian Integration weight factors 11 k directly from Equation (17), which could become quite difficult, they can be determined by taking advantage of Equation (16) Equation (18) can be solved yielding the values of the weight Hj using a Gaussian elimination routine. The drawback in this method is the loss in accuracy from the Gaussian elimination. When increased accuracy is required, the Gaussian weight factors can be calculated directly using Equation (17). However, for most applications the above method is sufficient.
RESULTS
The results fro!m Equation (16) are tabulated in Tables 1  and 2 . The numerical accuracy w&s verified through the calculation of a polynomial of order 2m-l.
The Gaussian quadrature should, in this came, be exact. Comparing the Gaussian solution to the exact solution gave an estimation of the total number of significant figures aocuracy As expected, the accuracy was higher for the lower order polynomials than for the higher order polynomials. Further, the accuracy was roughly 16 decimal places in the worst case. Therefore, only the first 16 decimal places are given. All of the polynomials were checked using this procedure. (2) and (3) of Section 2.1 respectively. POLY1 is more general and calculates both Game 7 and Beta # from Equation (1). However, in POLY2, Beta is zero and therefore not included. Both programs have the throe subroutines, POLYMULT, POLYINT, and POLYPLUS.
POLYMULT multiplies two polynomials and stores the result in a third polynomial in ascending orders of x. POLVINT integrates a polynomial and returns a real expression in accordance with Equations (2) and (3). POLYPLUS multiplies a polynomial by x. The working polynomials are stored in arrays A through C and the results are stored in ANS. Each polynomial is dependent on the preoious polynomial, and the program is looped "n" times to calculate all polynomials to order n+l. 
